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The Dawn's Alexandria Barley is a Senior Psychotherapist and certified Addiction Treatment 
Professional (IC&RC UK&Europe). She shares advice on spotting signs of professional 
burnout, and recommended next steps for sufferers:

Changes in mood 
Burnout sufferers may notice themselves arguing with friends, family and 
colleagues more often. Note this is not about having a bad day, or even a bad 
week. It's a persistent quality that develops as stress accumulates.

2.
Decreased effectiveness at work
Unsurprisingly, feelings of exhaustion and mood changes often have a negative 
impact on performance, creativity and judgement at work. As professional burnout 
intensifies, cognitive efficiency also deteriorates.

3.
Physical symptoms
A lot of people will experience unexplainable aches and pains. Other common symptoms 
include loss of atppetite and insomnia.

4.

Continuous exhaustion
Distinct from ordinary feelings of tiredness, exhaustion from burnout doesn't go 
away after a period of rest. Starting to lose motivation to work, or thinking, "what's 
the point?", can be serious indicators of professional burnout.

1.

P A G E  0 8

Alex says: "So many of us go after the familiar
definition of success - the impressive career, picture- perfect 
home life and generally a sense of 'making it'. Yet we're only 
human, and sometimes it's impossible to achieve everything - 
pushing harder and harder is only likely to have negative
consequences."

"Burnout is best treated in the long term by avoiding the problem of overwork - which 
can seem far easier said than done for those in the middle of it. It can be helpful to 
explore the source of negative feelings towards work – for example, being weighed 
down by responsibility and the need to constantly 'perform', or feeling misaligned with 
company values. For severe burnout cases, a combined approach incorporating 
effective, calming psychological therapy, alongside wellness activities, can often 
help achieve recovery much more quickly."
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